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A practical method, em@oying a lofting technique, is presented for
determining the profile coordinates of an air inlet for the leading ed~
of an airfoil from formulas which are dependent mly on the airfoil coor-
dinates and cm the hei@t of the opening. The usefulness of this method

is demonstrated by an emalysis of the results of a wind-tunnel investiga–
tion of leadin~dge inlets in an airfoil having the NACA 631+12 section.
The analysis indicates that satisfactory characteristics were obtained
for this airfoil with inlets desi~ed fra the formuhs. The analysis
includes a study of the effects of variations of Inlet g50mtry on the
eqerimentally determined aerodpamic characteristics of the ducted air-
foil.

It was found during the course of the Investigatim that the base-
profile concept of thin-a~oil theory could be applied to a ducted a-
foil with satisfactory results.. With a given inlet and its experimental
velocity distribution as a reference, the change ti the velocity dis–
tribution caused by a dmnge in inlet profile was calculated and the

w resuits agreed well with experiment. A numerical example is included in
the appendix.

llJTRODUCI!ICX?

Previous studies of wing leading-ed~ inlets have been confined, in
general, to thick wtigs and to appllcaticms where relatively small amounts
of air were to be supplied to installations such as radiators or carbu-
retors. References 1 through 3 have shown by results of experiment that
the problem with a leadin~d~ inkt in a thick wing (18=peroent) is
mainly that of oMaining hi@ pressures at the entrance to the cooler or
to the carburetor. The effect of the inlet on the maximum lift was small.
With a l~rcent=thick wing (reference 4), the influence of the inlet
design cm the maximum lift was greater. Additicmal data are available for.
%persedes NACA RM A9K02b, “A Design Study of Leading-Edge Inlets for

Unswept Wings,” by Robert E. Dannenberg, 150.
.
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leading-edge inlets in relatively thick wings (1> to l~ercent ) for
radiator applioaticns where air flow~g throu@ the wing is exhausted
frcm the Surfaoe of the wing (references 5 through 9) or at the trailing
edge of the wing (references 10 through U).

!l’heoretioaltreatments of the problem of wing leadin~dge inlets h
references 13 and 14 have been ocncerned with two--dimensionalairfoils with
tilets at the leadlng edgps end outlets at the trailing edges. TQ refer-
enoe 13, the velocity distribution over the inlet section is calculated
by a method of oonfornml mapping which is intrioate and laborious. Ref-
erence 14 is concezmed with the exact fomn of symmetrical inlets for
uniform velocity distribution. The resulting inlet lips are impractically
thin. Another t~e of theoretical development, given in references 15
and 16, deals with a symmetrical shape with ctrkr surfaces which extend
to inftiity. The shapes of inlets derived by the methods proposed in the
lattar two references are not readily adaptable to conventional airfoil
sections.

With the use of jet engines in con~unction with leadin~dge inlets
h thin wings (10- to l~rcent ), it is desiralle to increase the ratio
of the inlet hei@t to the seothn thickness over that used in the pre-
viously mentioned references. The desi~ of such inlets mu have critical
effects cm the aerodynamic characteristics of the wings. Ih additicm, the
desi~ of the inlet affects the perfomuance of the engine through, mainly,
its effect m. the ma~itude of the ram+pressure recovery. Little MOP
mation other than results M tests of inlets for s~ecific airplanes of the
amned services has been available on the desf~ of leadti~d~ inlets for
Jet engines.

The investigation discussed in this report was undertaken to provide
a practical means of desQ@ng inlets to flt tito the leading ed~s of
straight or slightly tapered wings and to evaluate the effects of varia-
tions of the hilet geometry and of the velocity of the entering flow.
TMs report presents the development of formul.asfor specifytig the pro-
file ooordinataa for l.eadin~dge inlets, the experimental results for
suoh inlets in an airfoil having the NACA 631-012 ~ct ion, and an appli-
cation of thin+irfoil theory to the calculaticm of the aerodynamic effeots
of changes to the profile of the inlets. The majority of the inlet shapes
tested were desigped from the formulas. The inlet profiles considered
differed widely @ entrance height, h upper-lip radius, in stagger of the
lips, and in external chordwise profile. The shape of the Internal duct
was ccmsldered to be beyond the scope of the investigation because of Its
dependence on the type of installation.

SYMBOLS MD COD?FICHENTS

. .

.

The symbols which indicate &ometric properties of the plain and
duct6d airfoil secticms are shown in figure 1. All @metric symbols
are in percent of the ohord.
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distance from
13ne

didance from
ltie

airfoil chord

external drag

origin of u~per—lip leadin~dge radius to chord

origin of lower-lip leadin~dge radius to chord

length

coefficient (excluding inl.et internal drag), based
on airfoil area

external increment of drag coefficient caused by tilet, %ased m
a~oil area

lift coefficient based on airfoil

pitchfn~oment coefficient alout
airfoil area and airfoil chord

area

quarter-chord line based on

tilet entrance height

distance perpendicular

total pressure, pounds

ram+recovery ratio

critical Mach number

to chord llne

per square foot

static pressure, pounds per square foot

(Pg!lo)–P.
pressure coefficient —

_ic Pressure, pounds per square foot

idet lip radius

atifoil leadin~dgp radius

distance parallel to chord line from leading edge of upper My to
leading edge of lower lip of staggered inlet

maximum thickness of airfoil secticm

local velocity over symmetrical airfoil at zero angle of attack
(See reference 17.)
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increment of local velocity caused by addition of camber (See
reference 17.)

increment of local velocity caused by additional load distribution
associated with angle of attack (Eke reference 17.)

local velocity over ducted airfoil at zero angle of attack

ticrement of local velocity caused by change in inlet+velocity
ratio

ticrement of local velocity caused by change 3n external coordinates
of inlet

velocity, feet per second

lnlet=velocity ratio

distance along chord from leadtiged~

distance along chord from leadfng edge for Inlet with stag~r

distance almg chord from leadinged~ to station of maximum
airfoil thickness

external ordhte of blat section, measured perpendicularly from
line through origin of lip radius parallel to chord Mne

ordtiate of airfoil aectim, measured perpendicularly from chord
ltie

tncrement of external ordinate of W1.et section

maximum external ordinate of inlet section at station X, measured
perpendicularly from line throu@ origin of lip radius paral&l
to chord line

angle of attack of airfoil chord line, degrees

lar~st acute angle between chord line and llne normal to the upper
surface that passes through origin of leadin~dge radius, degrees

sta~r (acute angle between line normal to chord line end Mne
J6hing origins-of upper- and lower-liy radii~ degrees

The followtig subscripts are used in conjunction with the above
symbols and coefficients:

o free stream

.—

.

.

.

.
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z local

L lower

u uncorrected

u upper

1 in duct inlet at rake statim (5 percent of
edge)

DERIVATION OF INLET PROFILE

chord behind leading

A leadin~dge inlet desi~ed by the method presented in this re~ort
entails a change h the profile of the airfoil from the leading edge to
the station of maxinnunabfoil thiclmess. l!ehtidthe latter statiun the
shape of the airfoil remains unchanged. The method for titermining the
profile for an tilet in an airfoil is presented in two parts, designated
as desi~ step 1 and design step 2. Desi@ step 1 provides a method for
the desi~ of a leadin~dgp inlet of arbitrary height, upper- and lower-
Mp radii, and stagger for a symmetrical airfoil. Desi@ step 2 is con-
cerned primarily with an alteration of the profile determined by step 1
to Improve the lntenal pressure-recovery characteristics at high angles
of attack.

Desi~ of Ihlets for SynmBtrical Airfoils

Design step l.– In developing a leadin~dge inlet for a symmetrical
airfoil {fig. l(a)j, the inlet lips can be cmsldered as the forward pOr-
tions of the upper and lower halves of the airfoil with the maximum
ordinates decreased frcm t/2 to Y. The lip Sectims are ccmsldered to
extend frm the leading edge to the station of maxhuun thiclmess. The
upper-lip profile (fig. 1 (b)) is derived by an affine transformation
frm the original airfoil section as follows: The lip ordinates are cal-
culated by reducing the airfoil ordinates in proportion to the thickness

Y
‘at‘0 z“

The upper–liy radius is assumed to vary as the square of the

thickne& ratio. The values of the uppe~ face ordinates end of the
upper-lip radius are thus obtained frm

(1)

and

()
2

ru = R ~y2
T

(2)
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On the basis of the notation of figure 1, the maximum airfoil thick-
ness can be expressed as

t =d+~+~+2Y (3)

Test results have shown that a lower-lip radius of about one4mlf the
upper-lip radius calculated from equation (2) is, in general, satisfac-
tory. With a lower-lip radius equal to one~lf that of the upper lip,
the maxhzm airfoil thickness is

t =d+~rU+2Y (4)

S@stituttig equation (2) into equation (4) and solving for Y yields

-t2 + t
Y=

~t2-6R(d-t)

6R

whereas, if equation (3) is used in place of equation

–t2 + t /t2-kR(d.+r&)
Y=

4R

(5)

(4),

(6)

Substituting this value of Y in equation (1) will produce ordinates
which fair smoothly “intothe upper-lip radius determined from equation
(2) and tito the atrfoil profile at the maxtiurathiclmess. ‘l%einner
surface of the lip is formed by a line tengent to the circk of radius

‘u and paralle1 to the chord line. Ordinates calculated by use of equa-

tion
foil

that
that

(5) are de~nde~t only on tie M-et entrance height for a given air-
section.

The leadtig edge of the lower lip is located h the s&me plane as
of the symmetrical airfoil as indicated in figure l(b). ~ order
the external ordinates fair smoothly into the smalbr lower–lip

radius, the ordinates
tion in the lower-lip

from equation (1) are reduced linearly. The reduc-
ordinates is obtained from

‘@D= (8tiB (r~ rL) 1-

The value of 13 is measured from the profile of
as shown in figure l(c). The external ordinates
then

y% = y%- ND

x)z (7)

the symmetrical airfoil
of the lower lip are

(8)
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Ustig a ltiear reduction of ordhates in this manner introduces a small
change in the first derivative (@/dx) at the positim of maxtium thick–

. ness. However, this change is so small that it may be i~ored. The
inner surface of the lip is formed by a line tan~nt to the circle of
radius rL and pqrallel to the chord line. Equations (7) and (8) can

also be used to calculate the change in ordtiate resulting from an increase
or decrease h the upper-lip radius compared.to the design value of equa—
tical(2).

The leading ed~e of the uyper and lower lips of the inlet desi~ed
in the foregotig manner lie in the SaMS plane as the leading edge of the
plain airfoil. Locating the leadtig edge of the lower lip behind the
leadti~dge location of the plain airfoil introduces staggpr into the
inlet profile. The angle of stagger is shown h figure 1(d). The ordi-
nate stations for the sta~red lower lip can be calctited by a linear
chan~ in chordwise location frm a value of S (fig. l(d)) at the 3ead–
ing ed~ to zero at the maximum thiclness. While the values of lip radius
and the ordinates remain unchanged, the modified chordwise stations are

~f =X+s ()x-x
x (9)

Design step 2.- The results of tests with hlets desi~ed frcm step
1 indicated that the shape of the inner surface of the lower lip was the
main factor contributing to an abrupt reduction in rau~ressure recovery
at small angles of attack. When the lower surface is lowered smd rounded,
as shown in ffgure l(e), the angle-of-attack ran= for maxi?mm rem-pressure

●

recovery was ticreased. For a given entrance height, this change permits
the additim of a greater amount of camber, or droop, to the upper lip
than would be attainable if the lower lip from desigp step 1 were left.
unaltered. For a practical amount of sta~r, the uppe~lip csmber permis-
sible with the lower lip unaltered is so limited that its aerodynamic con—
tributions are negligible.

The coordtiates of an inlet with a rounded inner surface of the lower
lip and a drooped upper lip can be determined as follows: The distance
from the origin of the lower-lip radius to the atifoil chord Mne is
increased by an SJ.UOunthL as ~~ ti figure l(e). ThO Opt- VdUO -
Of hL varies with the amount of lower-lip stager. With 20° stagger,
values from one-half to three< ourths thes the lower-lip radius are
recommended. With 40° .sta~r, values from me to cme-and-one-lf times
the lower-lip radius are recommended. The maximum edm!nal ordinate of
the lower lip is reduced to a value Y-hL. The external ordtiates are
calculated frcm the values given in equaticn (8) by the relation

()
Y-hL

()‘% = T J%_
step 2

(lo)
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The inner surface of the lower lip is joined.to the internal duct at a
station 2 to ~ yercent of the chord behind the Mp leading edge. A para-
bolic curve is used in fairing this section of the lip (fig. l(e)).

As a result of the sta~ring and roundtig of the lower lip, it is
necessary to drooxIthe upper lip in order to maintain a ccmstant ratio of
d/t. TO do this, the distance between the origin of the uppe=ip radiue
and the chord Mne Is reduced by an amcmrt hu as shown k figure l(e).
TIM value of hu is detemined by fatiing the inner surface of the up~r
Mp so that the mean perpendicular height between the inner surfaces of
“& inlet is reduced to the ori@nal tilet opening hei@t. It is reo~
mended that the inner surface of the upper lip Joti the circle of radius
~ &@ntially at a point in which the radius is h a position approxi-
mately normal to the chord llne. If a Mnear reduction of ordinati were
used as h equations (7) and (8), the chan~ in ordinate caused by the
droop of the upper lip would introduce a si@ficant discontinuity in the
first derivative (dy~dx) at the positim of maxtium thiclmess. To tisure
a smooth stiace and a unfiorm rwt derivative, the external lip ordin-
ates which follow frm the new Mp+adius locatim are determined as
follows: A mean Mae is selected frum reference 17 havlag a maxtium
ordinate at the same chordwise statim as that of the plain airfoil. The
mean-ltie ordinates from the leading ed~ to the maximum thiclmess are
expressed as $%actims of’the maximum mesa-ltie ordinate. These values
are subtracted frmu 1.0, multiplied by the value of hu, and finally sub-
tracted from the upper-lip ordfaate y

%
at each station. The resulting

upper lip is shown in figure l(e).

The foregoing method (steps L and 2) permits the determtition of the.
chordwise profile coordinates for the ducted airfoil secticm. The dssigtl
of the internal cantour behtid the 2- to ~rcen~hord statians is
dependent upon the tyye of installation emd is beyond the scope of this
report. Means of fairing the inlet shape into the airfoil h the span-
wise direotirm are considezwd h the section Discussion raulerthe heading
End-Closure Shape.

%si~ of lhlets for C!aniberedAirfoils

h developing an inlet for a cambered airfoil, the cemiberis first
removed to obtain the coordinates of the correspending symmetrical airfoil
section. The inlet is desi~ed for the symmetrical section by design
StepS 1 and 2. The ordtnates thus calculated and measured frcauthe chord
Mne of the symmetrical airfoil section are combined normal to the mean
Une of the cambered airfoil sectim by the method given in reference 17
to obtain the inlet coordhates for the csmbered airfoil section.

APPARATUS

To study the characteristics of
an airfoil with various leading-edge

MD TESTS

Mlets
inlets

derived frcm the design method,
was mounted in one of the Ames
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✟� by I=oot wind tunnels so that the span of the airfoil extended across
the 7+Poot dimension of the test section as indicated in ffgure 2(a). The*
atifoil had the NAC!A631~12 sectim and a constant chord of 4.0 feet.
The removable inlet section covered the central 19.6 ~ercent of the airfoil

All inlets were mounted in the same relative spanwlee position on
%?: irfoil. To facilitate model chan~s, a stiple type of end fairing
was used during most of the Investi@tion as shown in figme 2(b). An
fnlet with a recommended end-closure shape is shown in figure 2(a).

Air was drawn through the inlets into a hollow spar in the airfoil
and then through a ducting system by a canpressor outside the test chamber.
A mercury seal isolakd the model and the scale system from the mechanical
forces that would otherwise have been tipcsed by the external ducting.
The quantity of air flowing through the inlet was calculated from the pres-
sure drop across a calibrated orifice plate. The inlet pressure losses
were measured by a rake of total- and static=pressure tubes 5 percent of
the chord behind the leading ed~. The ralm was normal to the chord line
at the center of the tilet. The arithmetic mean of the ralm-tube pressure
measurements was used to calculak the ram+recovery ratio. The pressuzw
distribution over the external surfaces of the hilets was measured by
orMices that were flush with the surfaces and were connected to multiple-
tube manometers, the readings of which were photographically recorded.

Tunnel=waXL corrections to the force measurements were applied accord–
tig to the methods discussed in reference 18 by the following equaticns:

CL = 0.953
%

~ = 0.9795 ~

The test results are presented for a Mach number of 0.14 and a Reynolds
number of 3,840,000 based cm the aMoil chord.

The external hag of each tilet was computed by subtracting the drag
of the airfoil without ink-t and the drag of the internal< low sysbm frmn
the total drag as measured by the wind-tunnel scale system. The titernal
drag was computed by the method given in reference Q based on measurements
of the quantity of air flowing through the inlet. It may be seen readily
that as the airfoil and internal drag forces are Mr@ in compsrisan with

e the total drag force, any inaccuracy in measurement appears as a large pro-
portion of the extermal drag force. ti order to reduce this error to a
min3mum, particular ~are was taken h making all drag meauements; the

r accuracy of the inlet external-g coefficients is within + 0.0002.
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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

The leading-edge inlets tested are desi~atad
or modified Inlets. Pertinent hformaticm for the

as either desi~
determhlation of

>

.

inlets

coordinates of the individual lips tested are presenta~ ti table I.

The desi~ inlets were derived by the prooedure given h design steps
1 and 2. A loweelip radius of 0.30 peroent of the airfoil chord was
selected for all inlets of the tivesti~tion. The aerodynamic charader-
iatics of
foil with
fOllowing

the plain airfoil are given in figure 3, while those of the ak
the desi~ inlets are presented h figures 4 to 16 for the
gmmetric arrangements:

d/t Stagger
(deg)

o.1~ o, 20
.20 0, 20, 40
.25 0, 20, 40
.30 20

4

The design inletS were modified in two different ways. The first
type of modification consisted of reduoing the upper-liy radius below the
desi~ radius and determining the lip ordinates from equations similar to
equations (7) and (8). The aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoils
~~tha~i;9tYW of liP mod~ication are given in figures 10(b), n(b), 17,

A second type of modification to the design tilets consisted
of‘varytig”the ordinates above and below the design values by use of a
canic lofting yrocedure that altered the inlet proflle and maintained
mnooth curves. T& lip radii remained unchanged during those modifica-
tions. The pressure distributions on the second type of modified lips
are shown in figures 20 and 21.

DISCUSSION

fi the application of the test results to the desigp of inlets, the
conditiorm under which the data were obtained must be taken tito account.
SpecIfically, with the addition of an inkt to the airfoil, the flow over
the entire span of the airfoil was no longer twtiimensional as the inlet
section extended over approxhately one+?ifth of the span. Thus the data
are representative of the airfoil characteristics and should not be ocsn.—
strued as section characteristics.

—
.

*
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Lift and moment.-
attack of the unducted

Design Inlets

The lift-coefficient varZation with the angle of
airfoil iH shown in fimre 3, while the variation

for the airfoil with the design inlets is giv=n in-figures 4, 6, 8, and
10. In the latter figures, the experfm3ntal values of lift coefficient
ere shown for the lowest value of inlet-velocity ratio to give medaum
lift. Inspection of the lift curves reveals that the mximum lift coeffi-
cient of the airfoil with any of the desi”gninlets for zero internal flow
was less than that of the airfoil without the inlet. Increasing the inlet-
velocity ratio increased the maxfmum Mft coefficient until values equal
to that for the plain airfoil were obtained. Further increase in the
inlet-velocity ratio did not increase the maximum lift. As shown in figure
12, increasing the inlet entrance height or the amount of stagger increaeed
the inlet-velocity ratio necessary for obtaining a maximum lift equivalent
to that of the plain airfoil. The inlets_did not change the lifkmrve
slope appreofa%ly. The pitching+nomnt c~acteristiics of the airfoil
with the inlets are not presented as no changes in the moments were noted
when cmupared to those of the plain airfoil other than those associated
with the loss in lift at low inflow rates.

The loss of maximmn lift encountered with small inflow would not be
detrimental during nomal operation for SR afrplane usinga leadh~d~
inlet for supplying air to a Jet en@e. For unaccelerated fliQht near
maximum Hft, the tilet-welocity ratio would be greatir than unity and the
litt providedby the inlet sectim wouldbe equivalent to that of the
section without the inlet. h case of a engine failure or a power-off

. landtig, however, the loss of maximum lift associated with low Inflow
would be critical. A by-pass syalxwumsybe necessary to foresta~ this
reduction of maxhmm Mft.

.

Elxternaldra~.– The drag characteristics of the airfoil with and
without a desi~ inlet were detemdned frcm the tunnel-tale measurements.
The difference letween the results was considered to represent the ticre-
ment h external drag coefficient caused by the addition of an inlet to
the airfoil. These incremental values for the various desi~ inlets were
found to be independent of the entrance height and are, therefore, pre-
sented in figure 13 as a single cmve for a

P
Pen Inle&velocfty ratio

and sn@.e of stager for Etagger angles of O , 20°, and 40°. Inspection
of the figure indicates that the external drag increments due to the
tilets are small.. The ~ositlve drag increments for en angle of attack of
0° and an inlet-velocity ratio of zero can probably be attributed to an
increase of pressure drag due to the addition of the inlet, to~ther with
a forward movement of the position of transition from laminar to turbulent
flow in the boundary layer. The reducticm of the external-ag ticrement

. with ticreastig angle of attack and inlet-velocity ratio may be associated
with several factors, such as (1) changes in the pressure drag over the
ducted section of the span, (2) chan~s in the spanwise distribution of.
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load, (3) changes in the localized “bubble” of se~arated flow near the
I-eadinge@ along the part of the span omupiedby an inlet, and.(4)
changes in the position of transition.

Ram-pressure recovery.- The rem+recovery ratios for the design inlets
are shown as functions of the angle of attack in figures 4, 6, 8, and 10.
l%spection of these figures indicates that fpr the unstaggered tilets there
were sharp reductions in the ram-recovery ratio at low angles of attack.
Stag-r increased the angle+f-ttack ran= for ccmplete pressure recovery.
In addition, the severity of the reduction in the ram~ressure recovery
with increasing angle of attack was lessened by the increased lip stag~r.

The effects of changes of lower-lip shape on the ram+recovery ratio
and cm the pressure distribution over the outer surface of the lower lip
are shown ti figure 14 for en inlet with a nominal ratio of entrance
height to maximum airfoil thickness of 0.15 and a lip stagger of 20°. The

results for the lower lip developed from desi~ step 1 are shown in figure
14(a). This lip resulted.in poor ram~ressure recovery. By drooping and
rounding the inner surface of the lower lip (desl@ step 2) as noted in
figure 14(b) and particularly h figure 14(c), the angle-of-attack ran~
for maximum ram~ressure recovery was ticreased considerably. Rounding
the inner surface of the lower lip not only delayed the internal~low
separation to a higher angle of attack, but also reduced the effect of
inlet-velocity ratio on the ram~re ssure recovery. The effeet of a ohange
in the upper-lip radius on the recovery characteristics of the inlet was
only slight, as indicated by a cmnparison of the results for the inlet
with a desi~ upper-lip radius (fig. 4(c)) with the results for a modified
lip radius (fig. lk(b)).

A change to the inner-lip contour, as ind~cated in figure 14, may also
be considered as a change in the incMnation of the axis of the fnternal-
flow system. The angle of inclination of the inlet shown in figure 14(c)
measued 9.5°. The effect of inclination of the duct with respect to the
chord line Is shown in reference 4 ,tohave a marked effect upon r-
pressure recovery, Inclination of the internal-flow system approximately
10° to the chord line was shown in the reference to le beneficial to the
rsm~res sure re cevery.

Pressure and velocity distribution.- The pressure<oeff icient dis-
tributions over the center of the upper surface of each design inlet are
shown in figures ~, 7, 9, and U. The pm ssure coefficlents-between the
I.eadtiged~ and the 1> to 20=percent-ohord statim were greater or less
than those over the plain airfoil, depending on the inlet-velocity ratio.
Ih ganeral, the pressure coefficients for values of inlet+elocity ratio
less than 0.4 to 0.8 were more negative than those over the plain airfoil.
The critical Mach numbers of the tilets compared to the platn airfoil are
shown in figures 4, 6, 8, and 10. These critical Mch rnmiberswere esti-
mated by the method of reference 20 from the maximum local velocities over
the inlet lips and over the plain airfoil.

.

.

—

z-

4
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Ccmparimn of the pressure distributions for the inlets with those
for the plati airfoil for statioms between approximately 1> to 2&percent
chord and ~ to 6@percent chord revealed that, h this region, the
pressure coefficients over the ducted sections were less negative than
those for the plain airfoil for all test values of inlet-velocity ratio.
I&cm the 50- to 6@ercent staticm to the trailing ed~, the pressure
distributions remained essentially unchanged frcm those of the plain
airfoil.

Analysis of the pressure dlstributicms over the design filets revealed
that a change in tnle*elocity ratio introduced an increment of velocity
over the outer surface of the inlets that had a linear variatiom with inlet-
velocity ratio. For a given inlet, the increment of local-elocity ratio
correspondtig to an Inlet-velocity ratio of unity WaEIevaluated as a func-
tion of chordwise location from the experimental pressure+istribution
curves by the relation

(vJvo) +~/Q

()Avl
(V=/Vo) = n (V=/Vo) = m

(U)

T (vl/vo) = 1 = m -n

where n and m are
than n. Figure 15(a)

frmn the experimental
where n = O and the
shown in figure 15(a)

two values of inlet-velocity ratio with m greater
presents the values of

()AviY (vl/vo) = 1

pressure~istributim data of lip 13 (ffg. 7(a))
value of m Is indicated ti the figure. The data
tidicate that the velocfty-increment ratio can be

represented‘by a single curve. Similar curves for various upper- and
lowez+lip shapes and for Inlet-velocity ratios from O to 1.6 and angles
of attack from 0° to 8° are presented in figure 15(b). Analysis indicated
that the ticremenkratio curve was dependent on the size and location of
the leadfn~d~ radius ad independent of the external shape or the angle
of attack. It was noted that the effect of chan~ in hflow rate on the
velocity distribution over an inlet lip tended to vanish behind the maxi—
mum thickness. For purposes of cmnputation, the effect was found to be
negligible behind the 1> to 2@percent chord station.

The indication that the use of the velocity–increment ratio permits
the calculation of the chan~ in yressure distribution caused by varia–
tions of ti~tielocity ratio suggests a means for shortening end simplify-
ing wind-tunnel or flight investigations of air-induction systems. Rather
than record the pressure distributions corres~ondtig to numerous inflow
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rates, it would suffice to record the pressure distribution for a minimum
of two inletivelocity ratios and apply the velocity=incrementiratio pr~
ciple to the calculation of the pressure distribution occurring with other .

inlet+velocity ratios.

Predicted dra#ivergence Mach numbers.-A method of predicting the
Mach nuniberfor drag divergence of airfoil sections Nom the low-peed
pressure distributions and the airfoil profiles was developed in refe%
ence 21. Briefly stated, the free-&treemMach number at whl.chthe abrupt
supercritlcal drag rise began was shown to be that Mach nuniberat which
local sonic velocity occurred at the airfoil crest, the crest being
defined as the point at which the airfoil surface is tangent to the free
stream direction. It was found that the free-stream Mach nuniberfor which
sonlo velocity occurred at the airfoil crest couldbe estimatedby the
Prandtl+lauert relations. The method is believed to directly applicable
to NACA &series airfoils with leadi~dge inlets, since reference 11
has shown experimentally that variations of section characteristics caused
by compressibility for a ducted airfoil closely paralleled those for the
comparable plain airfoil.

Figure 16 presents a comparison of the predicted criti.al and the
predicted drag-divergenceMach numbers for the plain airfoil and the a-
foil with inlet~ (fig. 5(c)). These data hdicate that the angl~f-
attack range for high drag-divergence speeds would extend over at least
twice the angl~f-attack range for high critical Mach n@bers. In
addition, the Mach number for drag divergence, b@ng dependent on the
pressures behind 10 to 15 percent of the chord, is practically independent
of the inle~elocity ratio at small mgles of attack. The predicted drag- .
divergence Mach numbers of the design inlets tested (the data in figure
16(b) givenby inlet 3-6 are representative of all the design inlets) were
greater then those of the plain airfoil. This increase may possibly pez=
mit a designer to use a thicker airfoil section if combined with a leading-

.

edge inlet.

Modified Inlets

Upper-1ip radius.- The maximum lift characteristics of the airfoil.
with the design inlets were, in general, satisfactory. However, the lip
pressure distributions for inle-eloci~y ratios of less than unity showed
the formation of a pressure minimum near the leading edge at angles of
attack within the lo%Areg range of the plain airfoil. In an attempt to
obtain a pressure gradient near the leading edge (at low values of inle-
velocity ratio) similar to that of the plain airfoil, the uppe~lip radius
of the inlets havixigratios of the entrance height to the maximum airfoil
thickness of 0.15 and 0.20was vsried from the design values of 0.0@+6c
and 0.00575c to 0.003c and 0.002c, respectively.
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The effects of changes of
cient and on the critical Mach
shown in figure 17 for several

the lip radius cm the maximum lift coeffi–
number of the airfoil with the inlets are
inlekvelccity ratios. It is noted that,

from consideration of maximum l~t, the desl~ radius was close to opti–
mum. With lip radii leas than that of the desigu, the maximum lift
decreased rapidly at low inlet-velocity ratios. However, the negative
pressure peaks at the leading ed~ of the lip at low Inlet-velocity ratios
were improved by decreasing the lip radius below that of the desigp. As
shown in figwe lg(a), a lip radius of 0.00450 gave a favorable pressure
distribution that at zero jnlekvelcclty ratio was similar to that of the
airfoil. With increasing tilet-velocity ratio, the pressure ccefficients
over the tilet became less negative than those over the airfoil, resulting
in a more favorable pressure gradient. The characteristics of an tilet
with an upper-lip radius of O.00h5c and a ratio of filet entrance height
to maxhnm airfoil thickness of 0.20 are given in figures 18(b) and 19(b).

b an attempt to reduce the inlet-velocity ratio for maximum lift
with the larger inlet entrance heights, the upper-lip radius of the modi-
fied inlet shown in f@res 10(b) and n(b) was made greater than that
given by the desi~ method as indicated in table I. With the ticreased
lip radius, the maximum lift of the airfoil with the fnlet operating at
an inle&velocity ratio of approximately 0.9 was equal to that of the plain
airfoil. Ccmrpariscnwith the results in figure 12 shows that larger values
of lip radius than those indicated by equatim (2) appear to be beneficial
in reducing the minimum inle~elccity ratio required to provide maximum
Mft with inlets having large ratios of entrance hei@ to the maximum
airfoil thiclmess.

External lip shape.- To study the effect of variation & the external
lip shape on the pressure distribution of inlets with a ratio of entrance
height to maximum airfoil thickness of 0.17 and 0.25, the inlet contour
was chan~d as indicated b figures 20 and 21. The peak negative pressure
coefficients at the leading e@ became Isss negative for inlet-velocity
ratios less than unity as the average thlclmess of the lip was increased.
Hbwever, the pressure coefficients fram approximately 5 to 25 percent of
the atioil chord became more ne~tive. I!ehindthe latter staticm, the
pressure distribution was ~ractically independent of the lip shape or the
inlet-velocity ratio. The thicbess of the lip cannot be increased hief-
initely without caustig the formaticm of peak negative pressure coeffi-
cients a short distance beh.hd the leading edge.

The maximum lift and r~ressure+mcovery characteristics of the
inlet with the mc~$ed lips illustrated in figures 20 and 21 remained
unchan~d from those of the desi~ inlets shown h figures 4 and 8. The
thinner lips of ‘inlets114 and 31–16 provided a loss of maxhum Mft
with no internal flow, but the loss of lflt was recovered for inlet-
velocity ratios or O.4 or greater. The external inn-faces of the lower
lip were varied in a similar manner, but, as they had a negligible
effect on the pressure distribution on the upper surface and no apparent
effect on the itit’
are not presented.

or ram=pressure-.recevery &macteristics, the &ults
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.

Comparison of the velocity distribution corresponding to the pres-
sure distribution for any two of the upper lips of the inlets shown in
figure 20 (or 21) revealed a constant systematic difference between the
two velocity~istribution curves for any given value of til.et-velocity
ratio. These differences are desi~ated as velocity-incrementratios
Av~/70. An equation, the solution of which yields the valw of Avs/V.
directly, is developed in the base~rofile section of the airfoil theory
of reference 22. The calculation of the velocity-increment ratio Avs/V.
resulttig from a chan~ in either the upper- or lower-lip external
ordinates is accomplished by a solution of the equation using a method
of numerical evaluation. A sample calculation of the velocity distribu–
tion, resulting frcm a chenge in the ordinates of the upper lip 1 in
figure 20 to those of lip 9, is given in the appendix and the results are
shown h. figure 22. A cmnpariscm of the cmputed velocity distributimm
with the experimental velocity distribution for lip 9 is presented in
figure 22(c) for several values of lift coefficient and an inlet-velocity
ratio of 0.4. Computations made for any inlet-velocityrati,o(O to 1.6)
and lift coefficient within the linear renge of lift coefficients agreed
equally well with the e~rimental results. Similar agreement between
the computed and experimental velocity distributionswas obtained for lip
11 (fig. 20) with lip 1 as the reference and for lips 29 and 31 (fig. 21)
with lip 23 as the reference.

End-Closure Shape

The final step b the desi~ of a leadin~dge inlet is the devel-
opment of an end+losure shape to permit the ducted airfoil section to
fair smoothly into the plain airfoil in the spanwise direction. Results
from wind–tunnel yrograms in which l.eadin~dge inlets were developed
for specific airplanes have indicated that both semicircular and rectan–
gular end-closure shapes are unsatisfactory. With these types of closm?e,
the short distance ti the spanwise direction between the ducted and plain
airfoil sectlcms resulted in abrupt transition secthas. End-closure
shapes that faired tito the plati airfoil in a distance from 1.5 to 2.0
times the inlet entrance hei@t were satisfactory. The type of end-closure
shape developed ti this investigation is shown in figure 23. The chordwise
profile of the inlet between spanwise stations N and O was obtained
from desi~ steps 1 and 2, while the profile at stations M and P
remained that of the plain airfoil. The tilet between statiuns M and N
and between stations O and P was closed in a distance of 1.5 times the
entrance height. The exte@l transition surfaces were formed by Jotiing
the same chordwise staticms on the ducted and plain airfoil sections with
muooth end fair curves.

The type of closure shape indicated in figure 23 was tested on the
airfoil with inlet lg-12 as shown in figure 2(a”),and the results are
given in figure 2k. The uyper-surface pressure distribution and ram-
pressure recovery at.the midspan of the tilet and the lift characteristics

.

.

.
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.
of the airfoil with the tilet and fairing
ViOUf3~ shown in figures ~(b) and 19(b).

17

shown in figure 2(b) were pre-
The pressure distribution over

. section B (fig. 2k(a)) did not show as lar~ an effect of inlet-velocity
ratio as did the distribution over the midspan station. The pressure
distribution was not measured over sectims C or D. As shown In fi~
ure 24(b), the r~ressure recovery was rehtively uniform along the
span of the Inlet. The drag and pitohing+mment characteristics are
shown in figure 24(c). A mall chan~ in the iOngitidinal stability
resulted from the addition of inlet 19-I.2to the afifoil, but there was
no appreciable effect of hle &elocity ratio other than that associated
with the loss of maximum lift at low values of inlet=velocity ratio.

DESIGN INLET FOR TBE NKA kk18 AIRFOIL

.

To check the applicability of the design method to a radically dif–
ferent section, a leadi~dge inlet was ayplied to the NACA 4418 airfoil
section, ad twtiimensional tests of this section were made in an 8- by
36-inch Wind ChEIZIZB1.The inlet was designed by the mthod outlined in the
section entitled %rivation of IiiLetProfile” under the heading “Design
of Inlets for Cambered Profile.” The ratio of the inlet entrance height
to the maximum airfoil thiclmsss was 0.21 and the lips were staggered 20°. ~
R-pressure recovery, external drag, a?ximaximum lift were not rmasured.
Both the critical and drag< ivergence Mwh numbers were predicted from
pressure~istribut ion data. The critical I&oh numbsrs of the airfoil with
the inlet for an Inlet-velocity ratio of 0.4 were sfmikr to those of the
plain airfoil at section lift coefficients from -0.4 to 1.0. At higher
inlet-velocity ratios, the predicted critical Mach numbers were above those
of the plain airfoil. Klso, at an inlet-velocity ratio of 0.4, the inlet
operated without a pressure peak at the nose at section lift coefficients
from 0.27 tO 0.8. The predicted dra#.ivergence Mach number of the air-
foil wtth the inlet was greater than that of the plain airfoil by approx-
imately 0.03 for a section lift coefficient of 0.4. These data indfcate
that an Inlet profile derived by the design ~thod for a cambered airfoil
did not reduce the estimated critical or dra~iver~nce Mach number of
the sectfon for inlet-velocity ratios greater than 0.4. NO detrimental
effects on other aerodynamic characteristics would be expected.

ESTIMATION OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION OF ~TS

No direct computational method is cmrrently available for the pre-
diction of the velocity distrlbutim over sn inlet in the leading edge of

. an airfoil. A sezuianalyticalmethod is presented whereby the effects of
changes in hd.et ordtites and inlet-velocity ratio can be calculated.

. It is stated in reference 17 that in the determindicn of the velocity
distribution over a given airfoil, the effects of thickness distribution,
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of camber, and of additional lift may be considered as separate and tnde-
.7

pendent components as follows:
.

v~ AT ‘Vav*—*— (12)
<=~ To V.

The values of the velocity-increment ratios Av/Vo and Ava/V. for most
conventional and low~ag NACA airfoil sectiuns are tabulated in refer—
ence 17.

For an afioi.1 having an inlet in the leading edge, the local veloc-
ity ratio is assumed to be cmposed of the alove velocity-increment ratios
with the %aaic velocity ratio of the airfoil v/V. replaced by the ratio

Voo for the ducted airfoil. At ~resent, the basic velocIty ratio ~/V.
can be determined only ?)yexper~nt. As mentioned previously, the effect
of inlet-velocity ratio on the ducted~irfoil velocity distributicm can %e
represented by the increment ratio (Avi/V.) This fact permits

(v,/vo) = 1

the calculation of the velocity distribution correspending to any value of
tile~eloc ity ratio as follows:

1. Multiply the increment ratio (Avi/Vo)
(vl/vo) = 1

by a constant

equal to the clifference between the tilet+e 10City ratio for the basic
velocity distribution and the given tilet+eloc ity ratio.

2. Add this product to the basic velocity ratio
to sl@l.

Chan~s in the velocity distribution caused by a
external ordinates of the lip can be evaluated by the
thin-airfoil theory as previously discussed under the
Lip Shape. Thus the Local-elocity ratio of a ducted
represented as follows:

with proper regard

change in the
application of
subheading External
airfoil may be

*

.

A sampls calculation of the velocity distribution over a given tilet
profi.leis presented in the appendix.

The generally satisfactory agreement shown h figure 22 (and the
similar agreement between any two of the upper lips illustrated in figs.
20 and 21) between the calculated emd.e~rimental velocity distributions

e

may be taken as exyer~ntal verification of the validity of equation (13)
for the velocities over ducted airfoils. The equations may be e~ected
to apply wfth accuracy sufficient for desi~ studies to calculatlms for

.
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profiles varying considerably from those involved herein. Calculaticms
made in connection with ducted airfoils. however, should “bein keeping

. with the limits
reference 22.

to the application of tfi-irfo~l theory as discu&e~ in

CONCLUSIONS

The application of the results presentid in this report provides a
practical means of designing inlets to fit into the leading ed~s of
strai@t or slightly tapered wings with thiclmesses of approximately 12–
~rcent chord or greater. The @neral shape of the inlets cen be derived
by a method that is essentially a lofting technique. The profile coor-
dinates as well as the spanwise end+losure shapes are cmsidered. Inlets
so derived should ~rove satisfactory with a minimum of’testing and altera-
timl.

The results of the present study of inlets Installed in the leading
ed~ of a wtig having the NACA 631-CM section indicated the following:

1. The airfoil with an inlet devised ty the desi~ ~thod was found
to possess satisfactory aerodyanmic characteristics, as compmwd to the
plain airfoil, with re~rd to Eft, drag, lressure distribution, and pre-
dicted &ag-diver@nce Mach number.

2. lhtroduction of stagger, increastig the inlet entrance height,
or decreastig the leadin~dge radius of the upper li~ had a deleterious
effect on the maximum lift.

.

3. lhcreasing the amount of sta~r and rounding the inner surface
of the lower lip improved the r~ressure recovery at high angles of
attack.

4. A change h inlet-velocity ratio introduced an increment of veloc–
ity over the outer surface of an inlet that had a linear variation with
Wet-velocity ratio and was found to be inde~endent of the angle of attack
throughout the linear portion of the ltit cmve. Behind the position of
maximum Iihlchess of the airfoil, the variation of inlet-velocity ratio
had no effect on the pressure distribution.

5. With a given inlet and the e~erhental velocity distribution of
the given inlet as a reference, the chan~ in the exterual velocity dis-
tribution caused by a mall change of the external ordinates of the inlet
can be calculated by an ap@icaticm of the principles of thin-airfoil theory
5 low-speed lift, drag, pitohin~oment, and rem~ressure=ecovery char-
acteristics of the wing with the modified inlet, to all practfcal purposes,.
remains unchan~d frcm those of the wtig wtth the given inlet.

. Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Comnittee for Aermautics

Moffett Field, Calif., Nov. 2, 1949’
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APmrmlx
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.

SAMPLE CALCULATION OF THE VELOCITY DISI’RDUTICUf
OVER A GIVEN llLWi!PROFILE

h order to facilitate an understanding of a procedure to tiefollcwed
ti estimattig the velocity.distribution over a given inlet when the vebc–
ity distribution‘ofa base or reference inlet is known, an illustrative
example i.spresented: The example chosen is that of determintig the vebc-
ity distribution over lip 9 (fig. 20) for an inlet+velocity ratio of O.4
using the coordinates and data of desi~ lip 1 as a reference.

The increment of local-velocity ratio AV6/Vo result~g frcm a
chenge in ordina% between the lip radius and the position of maximum
thictiess is calculated frcm an equ&tim developed in thin-airfoil
theory. It is shown in reference 22 that, if @/o is the difference
between the ordinates of a given and a reference profile, the increment
Avs/Vo due to the ordinate change can be expressed by the integral rela-
tion (equation (45) of reference 22).

Ava 1

f
“* cot @2’o) dg—=. —

V. 2fi o
(Al)

where e and 60 are new airfoil coordtiates for x and X. defined
as

x=

%3=

and the subscript o indicates
the velocity incremnt AV6/V.
from O to m along the chord

: (1 - Cos e)

1 (M)
;(l-COSQJ

the position on the x axis for which
is desired. Thus e and i30 vary
of the airfoil. Use of the integral in

equation (Al) presupposes the existence of a similar ordinate change on
the lower surface. However, in this application the ordinate change to
the lower surface is considered solely for purposes of computation, as
the experimmtal results have shown that a modification on the lower
surfaoe has no discernible effects on the velocity distribution over the
Wpr surface of the inlet.

The procedure is as follows: The coordinates of design lip 1,
which were derived by the design mthod, and of lip 9, which were
derived by alteration of the contour of design lip 1, are tabulated in
table II. The differences between the ordinates of the given inlet and
the reference inlet &/c are tabulated in table XI and plotted as a

.

.
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f~tion of the chordwise position in figure 22(a). The derivative
d(&/c) /d(x/c) was evaluated graphically. The values are tabulated in
table 11 ami plotted as a functfon of the chordwise position in figure
22(b). This derivative at the leading edge and at the position of mx-
imum thlcbss was arbitrarily set equal to zero.

The integral in equation (Al) can be evaluatedby a nmerical method
as ex@ained in reference 22. Eowever, reference 23 presents ano-r
method of evaluation that is more easily applied and will be used in the
remainder of this example.2 A ~oint soluticm of equatim (Al) Is

where

ak
2 [d&)]-; [*12

● ✎ ✎

● ✎☛

✎☛☛ ☞

(A3)

(n=l, –1,2, ~,. =.. .20, ~O)

The value of the ordinate and the derivative at station m + 8 must le
taken as the values at x - @ but with CppOSiti Him. Thus,

2s~~equent to tie ia~~e of NA(JA~ A9K(M), the ~~eriCal llEthCdSOf

references as sad !24were superseded by the method of NACA TN 2451
(ref.25).
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Values of the computational coefficients
Pak} obtained from referenoe 23~

axe tabulated in table 111 for the 4@oint end also an 8&point solution.

In the sixth column of table 11, values of chordwise station x/c
.

corresponding to equal intervals of e (Yr/20for a 40-point solution and
2Yr/40for an 8&point solution) are presented for th~ range of integration.
T4e values of d(Ay)/dx for these various values of 19 were obtained from
figure 22(b). Shoe no change of ordinate is made behind 0.35 chord, the
values of d(&)/dx fi~ x/c = 0.35 to U trailing edge sre equal to
zero.

The value of

Three paper tapes
values of ah at

Avs/Vo was calculated from equation (A3) as follows:

were arranged side by side. The first tape carried the
appropriate intervals; the second carried the values

of [d(Ay)/~l_l,~, , <o ; and the third, the values of

[d(&) /~] 1,2 -9=:. By moving the latter two tapes with respect

to the first, td &&es in the brackets of equation (A3) arp brought into
Juxtapositionwith the computational coefficients for the various values
of 19. Arranged in cyclic form, the value of AVe/Vo for f3= fi/20is,
for example:

Avs/vo = [ 0.5287 (o - 0.0600) +

0.14824 (-0.0680- 0.0136) +

0.07614 (-0.0600 + 0.0041) +

0.10259 (-0.0136 + 0.0u5) +

0.04024 (0.0041 + 0.0144) +

0.06542 (0.0115 + 0.0(396)+

0.02720 (o. o144+ 0.0006) +

0.04588 (0.0096 + o) +

0.01951 (0.0006 + o) +

0.03333 (0+0) +. ..1 = -0.045

The values of Are/To for O < @ ~ 8x/20 are given in table Il.

For purposes of comparison, the values of Avs/Vo for O< e ~ 10Tc/40

were computed using the 8&Toint solution and are also given in table 11.
It is readily apparent that rmar the leading edge a large difference
existed in the calculated value of AV6/Vo, depending on the type of
solution. On the basis of comparison with experimental results, the values
obtained by use of the 8&point solution were satisfactory. values
obtained by use of a ~6&point solution were in slightly closer agre-
mmt with the experfmmtal results. However, the difference between the

.

.

.

●
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*
values obtained by the 16&point solution compared to the 8&~oint SOIW
tion did not warrant the additional calculations,s It Is recommmded that,

. in determining the value of AV8/Vo, the 80-point solution be used in

the interval O< 19.=%/40 and that the ho-point solution be used for
the remainder of the interval up to the location of m9ximum thiclmess.

For an inlekvelocity ratio of 0.4 and at an angle of attack of 0°
(zero lift), the velmity distribution over lip 1 was dete~ned experi–
mntally (fig. 4) ad is talmlated
tion over lip 9 wasfound from

lip

The value of Ava/Vo

9 lip

in table II. The velccity distrib~

(A4)

was assmd equal to that of the WA 631-OH aim

foil. The computed velocity distribution over lip 9 is tabulated in
table II and is shown in the insert of figure 22(c). The distribution
for various values of lift cd?ficient is shown infigure 22(c) compared
to the experimental velmity distribution.

The low-speed pressure coefficients m calculated from the velmity
distribution by the relation

P.l- ()VI 2
y (A5)

The vari~tio~ of pressure coefficient with Mach nruibercan be estimated
24 the Karma*Tsien compressibility relations, as discussed in reference

.
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TABLE I

L@MDIN&EOGE INIJKCHP DETAIL9
[DlnmIsions are in peroent of airfoil chord ]

Upper lip

d/t ‘- Radsus A
ber

External shape Type

?

1 0.646 1.37 Designt3tep1 Design

3 .646 1.00 Design step 2 Do.

0.15 ;
.550 ●98 Eq.(7) - Design step 2 MoUfied
.450 ●96 Eq.(7) - Msign step 2 Do.

9 .646 1.37 Faired curve Do.
Si .646 1.37 Fai.redcurve Do.

13 9575 1.64 Design step 1 Design
lp ●575 1.23 Design step 2 Do.

20 17 .450 1.52 Eq.(7) – Design step 1 Modified
19 .450 1.19 Eq.(7) – Design step 2 Do.
21 .200 1.52 Eq.(7) - Iksign step 1 Do.

23 .510 1.90 Design step 1 Design
25 .510 1.51 Design step 2 Do.

.25 27 .510 1.21 Design step 2 Do.

29 .510 1.90 Faired curve Modified
31 .510 1.90 l%3red curve Do.

33 .442 1.84 Design step 2 Design
.30

35 ● 543 1.46 Eq.(7) – Msign step 2 Modified

.

b

.

.
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TABLE I.- CONCLUDEO

27

d/t

0.15

.20

.25

.30

Lower lip

~

2 0 0.300 1.37
20 .3al L37

; 20 .300 1.58
8 20 .300 1.8!3

22 I 20 I .300
I

2.17
24 40 .300 2.58

External shape

Iksign step 1
D3sign step 1
De8i&Ilstep 2
Design step 2

Design step 1
Design step 2
Design step 1

Design step 1
I%slgn step 2
Design step 2

Design step 1
Design step 2



a
tip 1

0 0.0137
.W .0213
.007’5 .@29
.0125 .0254
.025 .0299
.05 ..0363
;$5 ● 0410

*0449
.15 *WW
.20 .@49
.25 .0578
.30 .0594
*35 .c%co

).0137
*aZ12
.cQ30
.a260
.0314
.0386
.dt35
.0474
.0527
.0562
Jab
.@*
.0600

0

-.0001

.OQol

.Ooc%

.(xn5

.ixP3

.cm5

.0025

.(XEO

.C013

-m
.Oo@

o

!l!mm II

WLOULATION OF VEUMITY DISIKCBUi!IOiT V@O

e

(raaJ

lti;40
2s/40
3u/40
4s/40
511/40
6/40
7fi/40
81(/40
911/40
lol@o
llti/40
12u/40
13zc/40
14x/40
15x/4.o
16/40
17Ji/40

6

x

c

o

.0015

.0052

.m38
● 0244
.0381
.0545

.W37

.@55

.11*

.1465

.1753

.2061

.2388

.2730

.3cr37

.3455

.3833

. , . w

7

d@r)
k

o

-.0455
.Iwlo
.0975
.CKOO
.0294
.0136
.0034

-.0041
-.0086
-.03”15
-.0144
-.0144
-0323
-.0096
-.O@i!
-.0006
0

8 I 9

5!
To

40 pdnt

-o.-&5

.022

.i39

. 0?4

.015

.Oo1

-.-m

-.-w

W) poht

0.C%6
-.100

-.Ce2

.026

.029

.034
,024
.021
.016
● 014

1.oo1

1.109

1.=8
l.x?l
1.I26
1.127
1.129
1.132
1.135
1.136

1.;49

1.151

1.1!52

--’ii-

/>

L ~o )
lip 9

0.%
1.009
~.@
1.147
1.151
1.151
1.153
1*1Y
1.151
1.150

1.150

l.&-

1.147

, .
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!I?ABIE111

VALUES CIF ak FCElUEX WITE EQUATION (A3)

k

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
3.2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

&&point nwthod

%

0.52827
.14824
.q614
.10259
A4024
.06542
.0q20
.0458!3
.01951
.03333

k

n
32
13
14

15
1.6
17
18
19
20

8&point mthti

0.52862
.14952

W&

.04189

.06gA2

.02954

.05129

.@258

.04023

.01807
-03271
.01488
● 02719
● o1247
.@294
.01057
.01951
.00903-
● 01666

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

::
31
32

;i
35
36

;Z
39
40

ak

0.02423
.02422
● 01021
.01698
● 00690
● ol@3
.00400
.00528
.00066
0

0.~o
.01423
.00656
.Oulo
.00556
. Oma
.00466
.00849
.c#384
.00690
.00307
.00541
.CK)235
*00400
.00165
.00264
.00098
.00131
.00032

0
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[e) Staggered inlet with drooped upper tip ond rounded lower I’Ip. Design step 2.
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(a) Inlet with end closure shape.

ri131xe 2.- Mcdel imtallatim in wind tunnel.
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(b) Lift, drug ffnd pitching-moment citaracterfstics.
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Figure 3– Aerodynamic characterk%cs of the MICA 63-Oi’2 ukfoil without
Wefs.
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Ang/s of attack, a,degrees
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.

f

I
4

Angle of attach c, degrees

(a) Ll@s unstaggered
(Met na I-E).

1.4

L?

LO
6’
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0

AngI% of attack, a, degrees

Angle of attack G degrees

(b) L@ staggwed 20”
(Met M I-4.I.

~ Angle af attach a, deg?ees

Aa@k of attac#a, degrees

(c) @s staggered 40”
(b#et no. 3- 6).

Figure 4– General characteristics of the AIACA 6~-012 airfoil with design
leading-edge inlets. d/#, 0./5
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2

Percent airfoil chord

Pewent airfoil chord

Pe7cent airfoil chord

(oJ L@ unstoggered
(Met no. I-2).

.— - —
r

Percent akfoil chord
-Lo

:.-B

g

% -~ I I I I I I I I
/ 05[0°

I I I I I

14Ti
1 1 I f I I

I

Percent aitfoil chord

Percent atrfoil chord

Percent airfoil chard

Percenf akfoil chord

(b) L@s stoggered 20° (c) L&s staggered 40”
(Met no. 1-4). f A#et no. 3-6).

Figure 5-External pressure distribution over the center of the upper surfoce
of design inlets. o’/f, 0./5
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Angle of offoc~ G degrees

NACA TN
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Angle ofoft@ a, degrees

Angie of atfuc~ q degrees

31v+HHikH

W+Mtl;m
0.? 468 OP46C9

Angle of attac$ C, degrees - Angle–of atiac~ q- degrees - Angte-af atiac~ a; degries

(a) L’@ unstaggued (b) .@s staggered 20”
(h/d no.H-IO)

(cJ L@ staggered 40”
(Inlet no. 15-L?). (Met no. 15- !4).

Figure 6- General charocterisfics of the NAGA 6~-012 airfoil with design
leading-edge inlets. d/t, 0.2C2
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Percenf airfoil chard Percent al?foil chord
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00 ,0 20 30 40
Percent ai-foil chord

(a) Uos unsfaggereu
(lnf.ef no. 13-h9).

Percent airfoil chord

(b) L@s sfaggered 20”
[Inlef no. E-12),
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00 fo 20 3040
Percent airfoil chord
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76

:4

-2

00 @ 20 30 m
Percent a&fdif chord

(c) tips sfaggered 40°
(Met no. 15-14).

Figwe Z’- Externul pressure distribution over the center of the upper surface
of design inlets. d/f, 0.20.
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NACA TN

Angle of attach q degrees
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Angle of uttac~ G, degrees

3u26

.
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h

Angle of attac~G degrees

Ang/e of attach C, degrees Angle of attac~ cc,degrees

(a) L@ unsioggered (b) LJos stoggered 20”
(wet no. 2S16). (/n/et no. 25-18).

Angle of attach c, degraes

I’c.l Lips tiggered 40”
(Inlet no. 2%20).

Figure 8- Generul charucferistics of the NACA 63,-012 airfoil with design
leading - edge inlets. d/t, 0.25
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A

.

23
b I

.—

Percent airfoil chord

(Q) IWs unsfaggered
(Inlet no. 23-16).

25

Percent oirfoil chord

Percent airfoil e;ord ‘-

Percent airfoil chord

(b) Lips sfaggwed20°
{Mefm. 25-i8).

27
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(c) Llos staggered 40°
(idstno. 2%20).

.
Figure 9- External pressure distribution over the center of the upper surfuce

of design inlets. d/~ 0.25
.
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(0) Lips staggered 20*

(Des@n Inlet no. 33-22).
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(b} LIPS staggered 40°
(Modified iniet na. 35-24).

R@re Il.- Externol pressure distribution over the center of the upper surface of a

&sign and o madif~ inlet. dl~ 0.30.
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Figure 12.- Minimum inlet -velocity
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Angle of uttock2 Q, degrees

[0) L@s umfaggered.
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Angle of uftuck, a, degrees

(b) Ups staggered 20!
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0 - - — — - I
—. /
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-D020
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Angle of attack, a, degrees =E%=

[c) Lips sfoggered 40?

figure /3. - Wviofion of the incren?enf of Mternal d“ag coefficient

with an gie of attack caused by the addition of design hiets

on the NAGA 63/ - 0/2 alrfoll.
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a .—
‘==z3

f’s) Inlet no. 5-4.

C===a

-

(b] Inlet na 5-6.

~ .—

(c} Inlet no. 5-8.

figure 1+?- Eff9ct of
pressure recovery
Afomrhal d/~ O./5
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with 200 stagge~.
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.

.

(a) NAGA 631-0/2 oirfoil without in!et.

(b) NACA 63-012 airfoil with inlet no. 3-6.

.

.

.—

Figure 16.- Predktecf critical and predicted drag-divergence Mach numbers of the

plain oirfoil ond the oirfoil with desi~ inlet number 3– 6.

.
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Figure /8.- General characteristics of tie NAGA 63,-0/2 akfa7 @h motil?ed
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distribution over the inlet section. oYt, o. /.5
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